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The Ukrainian Composers' School in the Socio-Cultural
Context of the 20th Century
The Ukrainian composers' school in the 20th century shows a com-
bination of high achievements and dramatic circumstances (nature).
Both are connected by socio-cultural reasons. Achievements include:
 the establishment of a broad system of professional music education
(the rst conservatories opened in 1913 in Kiev and Odessa);
 the availability of Opera theatres and a broad network of concert
organizations with orchestras, choirs, and instrumental ensembles
to composers;
 the organisation of competitions and festivals for composers and
performers;
 the further development of musical science and musical criticism.
However, since the 1930s the state regulated creative work (of-
ten resorting to repressive measures) in order to spread the dog-
mas of socialist realism. In the beginning of the 20th century, the
Ukrainian composers' school was young but fast-growing. The 1920s
saw Lev Revutsky, Boris Lyatoshinsky, Mykola Leontovich, Mihail
Verikovsky and others achieving prominence with interesting works.
The Ukrainian symphony came into existence (the symphony genre
is a primary criterion of professionalism of a composers' school).1 At
that time, there was every reason to believe that this active process
would shortly put the Ukrainian composers' school on par with other
European schools. However, it took half a century (up to the 1970s)
to arrive at this level. The development of each artistic process is
determined by two forces: the causal and the immanent. The repres-
sion of Ukrainian composers by the Soviet Union's government is a
striking example of the causal prevailing over the immanent. At the
end of the 1940s and beginning of the 1950s, the government's actions
1The rst symphony by L. Revutsky was composed in 1916{1918, the rst sym-
phony by Lyatoshinsky in 1918{1920.
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and bloody decrees had a destructive inuence. In 1948 there was a
struggle with formalism, in 1949 a struggle with cosmopolitism,2 and
in 1951 a destructive criticism of Lyatoshinsky's Symphony No. 3.
Many works were prohibited and the destinies of many composers
ruined. Some were arrested and sent to a Gulag (such as the fa-
mous folklore specialist, Moisei Beregovsky). This \fatal irradiation"
led to a deep deformation of Ukrainian musical culture in following
decades.3
Ocial musical art in the Ukraine during the 1950s and 1960s was
characterized by the following items:
 The dogmas of socialist realism were dominant;
 Musical information from foreign countries was carefully selected.
 Modern foreign composers and new technologies were forbidden
and termed \bourgeois ideology".
 Creative dissent was impossible among artists.
 State ideologists kept their eyes on the main \heretic" Lyatoshin-
sky, telling society about him being a formalist.
 Musical authorities continued to regard Shostakovych with suspi-
cion, incriminating him on the grounds of a lack of nationality.
 Primary subjects in creativity were Lenin, revolution, struggle for
peace etc. The artistic reection of these subjects guaranteed com-
posers ocial recognition and the accompanying pleasures of life.
For example, the most signicant works of the Ukrainian opera pro-
gramme of the 1960s included: Arsenal by Georgy Maiboroda, Com-
munist and Chervoni kozaki (\The Red Cossacks") by Dmitro Kle-
banov, Brat'ya Ul'yanovy (\The Brothers Ulianov") by Yuly Meitus,
Zagibel' eskadry (\Destruction of a Squadron") by Vitaly Gubarenko,
Lieutenant Shmidt by Boris Yarovinsky, Pavel Korchagin by Ninel
Yuhnovskaya, Probuzhdeniye (\Waking up") by Lev Kolodub (a wak-
2See Elena Zinkevych, 50 rokiv tomu [\50 years ago. . . "], in: Suchasnist [\Con-
temporaneity"] 1998, No. 5, p. 151-158.
3I have written about this with reference to the Ukrainian Symphony. See
Elena Zinkevych, The Ukrainian Symphony { Phantom or Reality?, in:
Musikgeschichte in Mittel- und Osteuropa. Mitteilungen der internationalen
Arbeitsgemeinschaft an der Technischen Universitat Chemnitz 7 (2000), p. 117-
125.
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ing up of revolutionary consciousness), and Desyat' dnei, kotoriye
potryasli mir (\Ten Days which have shaken the World") by Mark
Karminsky. All these works portray a peculiar impression of the so-
cial history of the country, showing the history of the Communist
Party of the Soviet Union, and reecting the musical training of So-
viet patriotism, heroism and collectivism in the spirit of the decrees
of the 1940s.
At the same time, in the 1960s, the young composers (and pupils of
Lyatoshinsky) Leonid Grabovsky, Valentin Silvestrov, Vitaliy Godsy-
acky, Vladimir Zagorcev and others worked with forbidden techniques
(such as dodecaphony and aleatory music) and experimented in the
eld of \musique concrete". They were pronounced an anathema by
tribunes of composers' congresses and plenums. Their works were
prohibited; they were not admitted to the Union of Composers, and
if they were already members of the Union, they were expelled.4
* * *
These facts will now be analyzed with the help of scientic theories
such as \typology of culture" and \structure of the musical-historical
process". Concepts that will be used include \art ranks" (correlations
are important in explaining the development of musical art), \reper-
toire of genres", \dominant genres", \range of genres" (the number
of features which are predicted), \correlation of the sector of freedom
and the sector of necessity in art", and \context relations".
Two art systems (\art ranks") were opposed to each other at the
end of the 1950s and in the 1960s. Each had its cultural paradigm, its
musical space. The existence of two opposing art ranks is natural and
necessary to enable progress, but only under the free competition of
art systems. The situation is dierent, if there is a war of annihilation
against one of them. The absence of a civilized cultural dialogue
4See Elena Sinkevych, Ukrains'ky musychny avangard: sagalna kartyna [\Ukrai-
nian Musical Vanguard: a General Panorama"], in: Suchasnist 2002, No. 9,
p. 100-105; id., Protystoyannya [\Opposition"], ibid. 2000, No. 6, p. 66-81; id.,
Nevidomi shistdesyati [\Unknown Sixties"], ibid. 1999, No. 4, p.
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greatly inhibits the dynamic factor that ensures a normal functioning
and development of national culture. This path leads to stagnation
and degeneration.
The art rank which represented \the ocial musical culture" de-
pended on non-musical factors (\the social order" etc.). Its \reper-
toire of genres" was dominated by ceremonial genres called into being
by the state's \ceremonial etiquette" (meetings, government concerts,
demonstrations, processions, glorication of leaders). Cantatas, ora-
torios, monumental operas, hymns, and program works were written
for these occasions. Therefore, the \dominant genre" of the musical
development was vocal-symphonic music (including, oratorios and
musical theatre). The \range of genres" was very big. For example,
all features of the symphony were completely predicted, an orien-
tation to the classical model of the symphonic cycle was demanded
(with a traditional sonata allegro in the rst part including an ac-
tive main theme and lyrical second theme based on folk songs etc.).
Subject priorities were already mentioned.
The \opposition art rank" may be viewed using the same param-
eters. It depended on immanent laws of musical art. Its \repertoire
of genres" contains mainly non-programmatic instrumental music (if
there were program titles, they were not connected with the usual
conception of program music): chamber music dominated, even mon-
umental genres (such as the symphony) had a chamber music qual-
ity; musical theatre, oratorios, and patriotic hymns were absent. The
\dominant genre" was instrumental music with unusual scoring and
form. The \range of genres" was very small: the structure was not
predictable. On the subject level, the world of communism was re-
placed by the world of the atom. Examples include Rasryvy ploskostei
(\Ruptures of planes") by Godsyacky, a peculiar synopsis of the birth
of matter, Proekcii (\Projections") for harpsichord, vibraphone and
bells, and Symphony No. 2 by Silvestrov that can be considered as
synopses of the world of space. Instead of loud glorication there
were worlds of subtle lyricism. See on the next page a comparative
table with samples of the two art ranks.
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Year: Ocial Art Rank: Opposition Art Rank:
1961 Dominchen, Zhiva epokha kommunizma Grabovsky, Simfonicheskiye freski
(\The Epoch of Communism is living"), (\Symphonic Frescos");
cantata; Silvestrov, Piano Quintet; 5 Pieces for
Dremlyuga, Poronino, symphonic poem; piano
Dan'kevych, Zarya kommunizma nad mirom
vzoshla (\The Star of Communism rose
above the World"), vocal-symphonic poem
1962 Dominchen, Slava Soyuzu Sovetskomu Silvestrov, Triad for Piano; Trio for ute,
(\Glory to the Soviet Union"), cantata; trumpet and celeste
Shtogarenko, Molodyozhnoye trio
(\Youth Trio");
L. Kolodub, Molodyozhnaya uvertyura
(\Youth Overture")
1963 Dremlyuga, Na onovleniy zemli Silvestrov, Symphony No. 1;
(\On the Renovated Earth"), cantata; Godsyacky, Avtografy (\Autographs") and
Ishchenko, Viet-Nam Suite Razryvy ploskostei (\Ruptures of Planes")
for piano
1964 L. Kolodub, Oda partii (\Ode to the Party"), Silvestrov, Misteriya (\Mystery") play for
vocal-symphonic work; ute and percussion;
Dychko, Lenin, cantata; Grabovsky, Microstructures for Oboe;
Shtogarenko, Druzhba narodov (\Friendship Constants for 11 instruments;
of Peoples"), vocal-symphonic suite Six Japanese Hokku;
Godsyacky, Emansipirovannyi chemodan
(\Emancipated Suitcase") (4 etudes for
tape-recorder)
1965 Ishchenko, Pionerskaya uvertyura Zagorcev, Ob'yomy (\Volumes") for
(\Pioneer Overture"); chamber ensemble;
Tylik, Pionerskaya syuita (\Pioneer Suite"); Grabovsky, Epitaph in memory of Rilke for
Shtogarenko, Molodyozhnaya syuita soprano, guitar, harp, celeste and bells;
(\Youth Suite") Godsyacky, Symphony Periody (\Periods");
Silvestrov, Spektry (\Spectrums") for
chamber orchestra; Monodiya (\Monody")
for piano and orchestra; Proekcii
(\Projections") for harpsichord,
vibraphone and bells
1966 Dremlyuga, Na kolhoznyh polyah Godsyacky, Stabilis for chamber orchestra;
(\On Collective-Farm Fields"), cantata; Silvestrov, Eschatophony (Symphony No. 3);
Kireiko, Narod i partiya (\The People Grabovsky, Small chamber music for 15
and the Party"), chorus instruments
1967 Dominchen, Partii slava gremi (\Glory to Silvestrov, Elegy for piano;
the Party thunders"), chorus; Sagorcev, Music for four strings
Kolomiyec, Oda velikomu Oktyabryu (\Ode
to the Great October"), chorus;
Shtogarenko, Dorogami Oktyabrya (\By the
roads of October"), oratorio; Lenin idyot
po planete (\Lenin goes on the Planet"),
vocal-symphonic poem;
Tylik, Komsomol'skaya syuita
(\Komsomol Suite");
Shamo, Komsomol'skaya uvertyura
(\Komsomol Overture");
A. Filipenko, Proslavim slovo Lenina
(\We Shall Glorify Lenin's Word"),
cantata;
L. Kolodub, Oktyabr'skaya legenda
(\October Legend"), ballet5
5Many glorifying works are connected with the celebration of the ftieth an-
niversary of the October revolution.
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Year: Ocial Art Rank: Opposition Art Rank:
1968 Kireiko, Il'ich (chorus); Sagorcev, Igry (\Games") and Gradacii
Dominchen, Lenin pravdu skazal (\Lenin has (\Gradations") for chamber orchestra;
told the Truth") and Nash komsomol Guba, Posvyashcheniye Bachu (\Dedication to
(\Our Komsomol"), choruses Bach") for organ
1969 Dominchen, Lenin s nami zhivyot (\Lenin Grabovsky, Uzory (\Figures") for oboe,
lives with us"), chorus; harp and viola; Homoemorphies
Kos-Anatol'sky, Leninu slava (\Glory for piano
to Lenin") and Lenin idyot po planete
(\Lenin goes on the Planet"), choruses
Concerning the \context relations", it must be pointed out that the
ocial and opposition art ranks were quite dierently related to a
close context (music of the 20th century) and to a far context (music
of the 19th century). The 20th century did not exist for the ocial
culture (maybe with the exception of Prokof'ev). For the opposition
culture there was no 19th century, though the composers were able
to use its stylistics (for example in \The Classical Overture" by Sil-
vestrov, \Poem" by Godsyacky, and \Four songs" by Grabovsky).
The 20th century, beginning with the Second Viennese School was
most important for opposition composers. The \Opposers" were not
imitators of post-war vanguard; they kept in step with it.
* * *
Now let us turn to the instruments of \theoretical typology". There
are various systems of typological classication of culture, each of
them determined by a research problem. There are points of in-
tersection, logical coincidences, when the various typologies are put
against each other. These points of intersection probably constitute
the core of culture. Using many typologies leads to a clearer under-
standing of this core. Let us view the ocial musical culture of the
Ukraine through the prism of various typologies.
Consider the ocial musical culture of the Ukraine during the
1950s and 1960s as the art text and musical works composed at
this time as the semantic knot of this text. The type of the text,
i.e. musical culture, is paradigmatic, containing categories based on
equivalence. Works created in these years such as program suites with
regional subjects (\Altay Suite", \Vietnamese Suite", \In Moldova",
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\Armenian sketches", \Carpathian sketches" etc.) and symphonies
with similar topics (\Gucul Symphony", \Turkmen Symphony" etc.)
are treated equivalently. There is an equivalent number of symphonic
works using Carpathian folklore (\Carpathian Sketches", \Gucul
Rhapsody", \Gucul Triptych", \Carpathian Rhapsody" etc.), and
of glorifying choruses (see the above table), festive overtures, and
operas with a revolutionary subject etc.
The structural equivalence of many compositions from the ocial
culture is evident. For example, symphonies belong, as a rule, to the
lyrical-epic type with folklore themes and follow after the Russian
symphonic tradition of the 19th century. All above-mentioned operas
belong to the genre of \the great opera" or \the large Soviet opera",
based on the \Grand Opera" of the Meyerbeer type \corrected" by
the tradition of \Moguchaya kuchka" (the Russian \Mighty Five"
Composers).6 The ocial art rank matches Yuri Lotman's aesthet-
ics of identity wherein the virtues of the works are determined by
their adherence to rules, not by the violation of rules. Examples of
such systems are classicism and medieval art. The most important
similarities between Soviet ocial art and classicism are:
 strict subject hierarchy (leading value of revolutionary subjects
etc.);
 genre hierarchy (we have already noted the marked supremacy of
ceremonial genres initiated by the state's \ceremonial etiquette");
 use of myths as basis of the works (myths of revolution, of the
leaders or of \raising history", accordingly corrected);
 shared emphasis of art on the state, not on man. Accordingly, the
typical conict in operas is that between feeling and duty. Where
duty prevails, even \permitted" love must demonstrate devotion
to the idea; the beloved is either killed by enemies or the hero
repudiates his love in the name of duty;
 at characterization of the heroe leaders. In most operas, the heroe
leaders are mouthpieces of ideas. Therefore, in their vocal parts,
orator intonation dominates;
6Such a situation, occurring in all opera schools with a socialist-realist orien-
tation (primarily in the USSR), was most acute and long-lasting in Ukrainian
music.
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 black-and-white thinking (we can see that in operas as well) with
sharp distinction between good (our people) and bad gures (ene-
mies);
 strict regulation of rules (for example, the above-mentioned invio-
lability of the norms of the symphonic cycle).
The most important similarities between ocial art and art of the
early Middle Ages include:
 the focus of attention on a representative of the social environment
rather than an individual: in Russian literature of the 11th and
12th centuries, a concept of the prince is developed thoroughly;
in ocial Soviet art, an image of the party secretary is developed
thoroughly;
 focus on monumentality and grandeur; these qualities are to be
found in the above-mentioned cantatas, hymns, operas, and nales
of symphonies;
 the absence of a unique author style. Ancient Russian art consists
of \collective" texts. In the Soviet ocial art rank, the styles of dif-
ferent composers appear similar (the styles of Andry Shtogarenko,
Mikola Dremlyuga, and Klimenty Dominchen can be distinguished
only by experts; for our descendants their styles will become one).
Eclecticism can also be mentioned here.
Let us turn to other classication systems, selecting their points of
intersection:
 type of thinking: Cultures can be oriented to mythological or non-
mythological thinking. For example, the culture of Peter the First's
epoch was oriented to mythological thinking. The image of Peter
displayed to his people was that of a demiurge, a creator. The
history of Russia up to Peter was obliterated. The ocial culture
of the Soviet time also was certainly oriented to the creation of a
mythological reality;
 monological and dialogical types of culture: if the culture is capable
of having a dialogue with another point of view, another culture,
or not. It has already been noted that dialogue was completely
eliminated in the culture of socialist realism;
 functional method: practical and theoretical types of culture. In
the archaic state, there is a type of culture of primitive society that
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becomes evident through the service of life and religious rituals. We
also felt this type of culture in the Soviet period;
 through the prism of the general theory of change (developed by
the Brussels school and based on ideas of Ilya Prigozhin): Cultures
can be closed systems having no exchange of information with their
surroundings or they can be open systems.
There are other concepts of culture besides the above-mentioned ty-
pologies. However, the typologies used here are sucient to form a
core of the ocial musical culture of the Ukraine during the 1950s
and 1960s. Here is a summary of these factors:
 a closed system with a militant rejection of other cultures (the
\bourgeois foreign" as well as its own vanguard one) and an un-
willingness to enter into dialogue with them;
 composers \catering" to the state;
 absence of freedom of choice (of subject, genre, style, compositional
techniques etc.).
These inuences form the basis for a crisis, at best a crisis of
academism, at worst a crisis of traditionalism or retrograde devel-
opment. Certainly the suggested model (as any model) simplies a
more complicated reality. In reality, the artist overcomes limitations
imposed by the system with the force of his talent; even by catering
to the state, he might undermine the system from within.
In the light of the same typology, what represents the other
paradigm { the culture of Ukrainian musical vanguard of the 1960s?
Its opposition to the ocial culture was evident; it did not back
the state, but realized freedom of choice; it was guided by non-
mythological thinking and represented the open system; it preferred
the aesthetics of opposition, but not as an aesthetics of identity (the
structure of the works not being predictable).
As noted, opposing art systems are always present as some kind
of factor of a genre, style, \species homeostasis" (self-regulation of
an organism). Their confrontation stimulates the progress of art. In
the 1950s and 1960s, this confrontation exceeded civilized bounds,
owing to the force of social and historical circumstances. However,
in the end this opposition prepared new situations in Ukrainian mu-
sic, which were absolutely contrary to the 1960s on all grounds. The
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1970s exhibited a new stage of Ukrainian music history with another
repertoire of genres, another dominant genre and another correlation
of art ranks. In the 1970s the Ukrainian composers' school was again
an open system. Its development accelerated, as in the 1920s, even-
tually allowing it to take a worthy place among European composers'
schools.7
7See Elena Zinkevich, The Ukrainian Symphony { Phantom or Reality?, p. 117-
125, and id. (Jelena Sinkevitsch), Ukrainische Sinfonik der Gegenwart, in:
Sowjetische Musik im Licht der Perestroika, ed. by Hermann Danuser, Laaber
1990, p. 73-80.
